We propose a simple yet effective method to learn to segment new indoor scenes from an RGB-D sequence: Stateof-the-art methods trained on one dataset, even as large as SUNRGB-D dataset, can perform poorly when applied to images that are not part of the dataset, because of the dataset bias, a common phenomenon in computer vision. To make semantic segmentation more useful in practice, we learn to segment new indoor scenes from sequences without manual annotations by exploiting geometric constraints and readily available training data from SUNRGB-D. As a result, we can then robustly segment new images of these scenes from color information only. To efficiently exploit geometric constraints for our purpose, we propose to cast these constraints as semi-supervised terms, which enforce the fact that the same class should be predicted for the projections of the same 3D location in different images. We show that this approach results in a simple yet very powerful method, which can annotate sequences of ScanNet and our own sequences using only annotations from SUNRGB-D.
Introduction
Semantic segmentation of images provides high-level understanding of a scene, useful for many applications such as robotics and augmented reality. Recent approaches can perform very well [22, 14] .
In practice, however, it is difficult to generalize from existing datasets to new scenes, in other words to obtain good segmentation of images that do not belong to the training datasets. To demonstrate this, we trained a state-of-the-art segmentation method DeepLabV3+ [4] on the SUNRGB-D dataset [33] , which is made of more than 5000 training images of indoor scenes. Fig. 1 shows the segmentation we obtain when we attempt to segment a new image, which does not belong to the dataset. The performance is clearly poor, showing that the SUNRGB-D dataset was not sufficient to generalize to this image, despite the size of the training dataset.
To make semantic segmentation more practical and to break this dataset bias, we propose a novel approach where we learn to segment new indoor scenes without additional manually annotated training data. Given a sequence of a new scene, we can produce automatically labels for the frames by exploiting geometric constraints and readily available training data such as the SUNRGB-D dataset. In addition, we can reliably segment new images of the scenes with much higher accuracy as well. This approach is very useful for applications such as robotics and augmented reality, as we can adapt easily and reliably to new environments.
Since depth cameras perform well in indoor conditions, we make use of RGB-D sequences for enforcing geometric constraints, to ease depth map and camera pose estimation. Alternatively, depth data and registrations could be obtained by 3D reconstruction from an RGB sequence, for example. Depth data allows us to exploit geometric constraints, since image locations from different images but corresponding to the same physical 3D point should have the same label. Previous approaches already considered such geometric constraints. However, [23] does not account for generalization across datasets and in contrast to [27, 25, 13] , which use simple label fusion, our approach can generalize from representation of one target sequence to segmenting unseen images of the target scene. We demonstrate this aspect further in the evaluation section.
In this paper, we propose to cast the use of geometric constraints for learning semantic segmentation as semi-supervised learning: A general technique for semisupervised learning is to add constraints on pairs of unlabeled training samples that are close to each other to enforce the fact that such two samples should belong to the same category [21, 34, 2] , which is exactly what we want to do when enforcing geometric constraints for semantic segmentation. One potential problem that could happen with such semi-supervised constraints on non-annotated sequences is that learning may assign labels that are consistent among views, but wrong. Our experiments show that it is only very rarely the case. The semi-supervised contraints yield significant improvement, without the need for additional manual labels. This is possible because the network can learn to propagate the labels from locations where it is confident to more difficult locations.
In short, our contribution is to show that semi-supervised learning is a simple yet principled and powerful way to exploit geometric constraints in learning semantic segmentation. We demonstrate this by learning to annotate sequences of the ScanNet [6] dataset using only annotations from the SUNRGB-D dataset. We also demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods through semantic labeling of our own newly generated sequences unrelated to SUNRGB-D and ScanNet. The proposed method is also effective to produce labels of large image sequences as batch-processing. This scenario has been showcased in the SemanticFusion work [25] in which a semantic 3D model of a scene is created as the final result. In such a case the data for this scene would not have any manually annotations but instead of labeling the data with a network trained on a totally unrelated data set, the labels could be computed using the proposed semi-supervised learning technique. We will present experiments for this scenario as well.
In the rest of the paper, we discuss related work, describe our method, and present its evaluation with quantitative experiments and an ablation study.
Related Work
In this section, we discuss related work on the aspects of semantic segmentation, general semi-supervised learning, and also recent methods for learning depth prediction from single images, as they also exploit geometric constraints similar to our approach. Finally, we discuss similarities and differences with other works that also combine segmentation and geometry.
Supervised Semantic Segmentation with Deep Networks
The introduction of deep learning made a large impact on performance of semantic segmentation. Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN) [22] allow segmentation prediction for input of arbitrary size. In this setting, standard image classification task networks [32, 15] can be used by transforming the fully-connected layers into convolutional ones. FCNs use deconvolutional layers that learn the interpolation for the upsampling process. Other works including SegNet [3] and U-Net [29] rely on similar architectures. Such works have been applied to a variety of segmentational tasks [29, 1, 26] .
DeepLabV3+ [4] uses atrous convolutions to control response of feature maps and introduces atrous spatial pyramid pooling for segmenting objects at multiple scales. Since DeepLabV3 obtains very good performance, we use it for our experiments, however, any other architecture could be used instead in principle.
Semi-Supervised Learning with Deep Networks
The availability of ground truth labels is often the main limitation of supervised methods in pratice. In contrast, semi-supervised learning is a general approach aiming at exploiting both labeled and unlabeled training data. Some approaches rely on adversarial networks to measure the performance of unlabeled data [7, 9, 20, 16] . More in line with our work are the popular consistency-based models [21, 34, 2] . These methods enforce the model output to be consistent under small input perturbations. As explained in [2] , consistency-based models can be viewed as a student-teacher model: To measure the consistency of a model f , or the student, its predictions are compared to the predictions of a teacher model g, a different trained model, while at the same time applying small input perturbations.
The Π−model [21] is a recent method using a consistency-based model where the student is its own teacher, i.e. f = g. It relies on a cross-entropy loss term applied to labeled data only and an additional term that penalizes differences in predictions for small perturbations of input data. Our semi-supervised approach is closely related to the Π−model but relies on geometric consistency instead of the input perturbations.
Segmentation and Geometry
Geometry for segmentation has already been considered for purpose of semantic mapping. [23] trains a CNN by propagating manual segmentations of frames to new frames by warping. In contrast, we do not need any manual annotations for new scenes. SemanticFusion [25] uses a pre-trained CNN together with the ElasticFusion SLAM method [36] , and merges multiple segmentation predictions from different viewpoints. [27, 13] rely on using a pretrained CNN together with 3D reconstruction methods and improve accuracy over initial segmentations. However all of these approaches are applied to a CNN with fixed parameters. In contrast, our method focuses on improving singleview segmentation predictions for new scenes.
Single-View Depth Estimation
Because of view warping, our approach is also related to recent work on unsupervised single-view depth estimation. Both Zhou et al. [39] and Godard et al. [11] proposed an unsupervised approach for learning depth estimation from video data. This is done by learning to predict a depth map so that a view can be warped into another one. This research direction became quickly popular, and has been extended since by many authors [38, 24, 35, 12] .
Our work is related to these methods as it also introduces constraints between multiple views, by using warping. However, since we focus on semantics and not geometry, an input from the user is still required to indicate the different categories.
Method
In the rest of the paper, we refer to our semi-supervised method for semantic segmentation as S4-Net. We assume that we are given a dataset of color images and their segmentations:
where I i is a color image, and A i is the corresponding ground truth segmentation. In practice we use the SUNRGB-D dataset. Based on these annotations, we would like to train a segmentation model f () for a new scene given a sequence of registered frames, for which no labels are known a priori:
where I j is a color image, D j is the corresponding depth map, and T j the corresponding camera pose. As a direct result of S4-Net, we obtain automatically annotations for sequence U. Additionally, the output of S4-Net is a trained network f (). At test time, network f () trained with S4-Net can then be used to predict correct segmentation for new images of the scene. We present the method overview in Fig. 2 .
Semi-Supervised Learning and Geometric Consistency
We optimize the parameters Θ of f () by minimizing the semi-supervised loss term:
where L S is a supervised loss term and L G is a semisupervised term that exploits geometric constraints. L S is a standard term for supervised learning of semantic segmentation:
where l WCE is the weighted cross-entropy of segmentation prediction f (I; Θ) relative to manual annotation A. The class weights are calculated using median frequency balancing [10] to prevent overfitting to most common classes.
In practice, we set the discount factor λ for all experiments to the same value. The L G loss term exploits geometric constraints to enforce consistency between predictions for images taken from different viewpoints:
l CE (f (I(e); Θ), Warp e →e (f (I(e ); Θ))) , (3) where N (e) is a subset of U containing samples with a viewpoint that overlaps with the view point of e. The Warp e →e (S) function warps segmentation S from frame e to frame e. We give more details on this warp operation in Section 3.2.
We consider prediction f (I(e ); Θ) as a teacher prediction and, similarly to the Π−model [21] , it is treated as a constant when calculating the update of the network parameters. l CE is the standard cross-entropy loss function that compares the predicted segmentations. We found empirically that using weighted cross-entropy tends to converge to solutions with inconsistent segmentations.
Segmentation Warping
We base our warping function Warp e →e on the inverse warping method used in [39] . For a 2D location p in homogeneous coordinates of a target sample e, we find the corresponding location p of the source sample e using:
where K is the intrinsic matrix of the camera, T e→e is the relative transformation matrix between the target and the source samples, and d is the predicted depth value at location p. Since p value lies in general between different image locations, we use the differentiable bilinear interpolation from [17] to compute the final projected value from the 4 neighbouring pixels. This transformation is applied to the segmentation probabilities predicted by the network. In practice, not every pixel in the target sample has a correspondent pixel in the source sample. This can happen because depth is not necessarily available for every pixel when using depth cameras, and because some pixels in the We refer to this sequence as the 'target sequence'. We obtain a network with high performance for the target scene, and labels for the target sequence. (b) After training by S4Net, the segmentation network can be applied to unseen images of the target scene with much better performance.
target sample may not be visible in the source sample, because they are occluded or, simply, because they are not in the field of view of the source sample. We detect if a pixel is occluded by comparing the original source depth at the mapped location to the transformed target depth given by the third coordinate of p . If the difference between the depths is large, this means that the pixel is occluded and does not correspond to the same physical 3D point. We simply ignore the pixels without correspondents in the loss function.
Network Initialization
We use DeepLabV3+ [4] as network f () in all our experiments. As the base network, we use ResNet-50 [15] pre-trained on the ImageNet classification task [8] . However, S4-Net is not restricted to this type of architecture and could be applied to other architectures as well.
To initialize the network f (.; Θ), we first train it only based on the L S loss term. This avoids the problem of converging to a bad local minimum introduced by the term L G . As it is the case with other consistency-based models, minimizing L G may fall in a solution where a single class is predicted for all the image locations. Even though tuning hyper-parameter λ more carefully might resolve this problem, we noticed that using this pre-training step makes the convergence to a correct model much easier.
Evaluation
We evaluate S4-Net on the task of learning to predict semantic segmentation from color images for a target scene. The task for the network is to learn segmentations for a tar- get scene without any knowledge about the ground truth labels for the scene. Hence, S4-Net requires an uncorrelated annotated dataset to obtain prior knowledge about the segmentation task that it needs to perform. Additionally, in order to learn accurate segmentations for the target scene, it requires registered RGB-D sequences of that scene. By exploiting geometric constraints, S4-Net learns to predict segmentations across the target scene.
In all of our evaluations we use SUNRGB-D dataset [33] , consisting of 5285 annotated RGB-D images for training, as the supervised dataset S. The SUNRGB-D dataset is a collection made of an original dataset and additional datasets previously published [31, 18, 37] . The images are manually segmented into 37 object categories that are typical for an indoor scenario. The full list of object categories is given in Fig. 3 . We use this categorization to define the segmentation task for our network. In our first experimental evaluation, we evaluate S4-Net on scenes from ScanNet dataset [6] . In our second experimental setup, we show that S4-Net is general by applying it to our own data.
Training Details. We set the batch size for L S to 4. Since L G predicts a larger number of segmentations at each iteration, we set the corresponding batch size to 1. The input images are resized to 480 × 360. As mentioned in Section 3.3, for better convergence, we pre-train the network using only the L S term on SUNRGB-D training set until convergence on the SUNRGB-D test set. For this step we use the Adam optimizer [19] with initial learning rate of 10 −4 and momentum of 0.9. In our experiments, we refer to this network as the supervised baseline. When learning to segment the target sequence with our semi-supervised approach, we fine-tune the network with initial learning rate of 10 −5 until no further improvements in performance are notable for the target scene.
Evaluation Metrics
For quantitative evaluation, we report four evaluation metrics that were also used in [22] . Given a segmentation prediction f (I(e)) and the ground truth A(e), these metrics are defined as:
• Pixel accuracy:
• Mean accuracy:
• Mean IOU:
• Frequency weighted IOU:
where n ij is the number of pixels of class i predicted as class j, n c is the number of classes, and t i is the number of pixels that belong to class i.
Evaluation on ScanNet
As mentioned earlier, we use SUNRGB-D as supervised training data. Hence, for our first experimental setup, we evaluate S4-Net on 6 scenes from ScanNet dataset [6] to demonstrate the generalization aspect of S4-Net, as it is the scenario that motivates our work. Scenes represent different indoor scenarios, including apartment, hotel room, public bathroom, large kitchen space, lounge area, and study room. Even though the RGB-D sequences in ScanNet dataset are annotated and can be mapped to our desired segmentation task, we utilize these annotations only to validate our results. The only data in ScanNet that is required during training is the registered RGB-D sequence which is necessary for applying the geometrical constraints. We refer to this sequence as the target sequence. For evaluation, we additionally validate performance on the RGB images of the target scene that were captured independently of the target sequence. We refer to these images as the unseen images.
In this experiment, we show that our network, trained with geometric constraints from a target scene of ScanNet and supervised data from SUNRGB-D, significantly improves the performance over our supervised baseline for the target scene. This is true for all of our experimental scenes in ScanNet in the regions where our supervised baseline already provides certain level of generalization for some of the viewpoints. For all of the target sequences we measure a significant increase in performance across. To further demonstrate different use cases of S4-Net, we show that the network fine-tuned for a target sequence predicts high-grade segmentations also for the unseen sequences of the target scene.
In our quantitative evaluations in Fig. 4 , we present results averaged over all of our experimental scenes. We observe that S4-Net approach clearly overcomes the dataset bias that is correlated with supervised approach as it demonstrates superior performance on the target scene in comparison to its supervised baseline. Not only does the performance increase for the target sequence but we also observe that the increase in performance for the unseen sequence is as significant. We further demonstrate the benefits of our approach in Fig. 5 where we show some of the qualitative results from the unseen sequences. We observe that, in areas where supervised approach predicts very noisy predictions, our approaches predicts consistent segmentations. This is the indicator that the confident segmentation predictions are propagated to less confident viewpoints, and not the other way around.
Our experiments on ScanNet demonstrate that S4-Net is useful for different practical applications. First, the eval- uations on the target sequence show that the approach is applicable for the use case of automatically labelling indoor scenes. The second application is that, once the network has converged for the target sequence, we can reliably segment new images without the need for the depth data.
Evaluation on Additional Sequence
So far we have demonstrated that S4-Net works well with the scenes from the ScanNet dataset. To show that S4-Net generalizes well, we also evaluate it on our own data. For this purpose, we captured and registered a living room area using an Intel R RealSense TM D400 series depth camera 1 and registered the scene using Open3D, an implementation of a scene reconstruction pipeline [5, 28] . This 'target sequence' contains roughly 4000 training images. Purely for evaluation purposes, we then sampled 20 images from the target sequence that capture different viewpoints of the scene, and we manually annotated them using the LabelMe annotation tool [30] . We annotated 20 additional 'unseen images' recorded independently of the training set to further demonstrate the aspect of generalization across the scene. Fig. 6 gives the results of the quantitative evaluation. We again observe a significant increase in performance over the supervised baseline approach for both the target and the unseen images. Our qualitative evaluations in Fig. 7 show many overall improvements. We observe that our supervised baseline is able to segment the bed correctly for specific viewpoints. However, as the camera starts to move too close to the bed, segmentations in the bed area become 1 https://software.intel.com/en-us/realsense/d400 much worse. In contrast, S4-Net approach preserves high quality segmentations in these areas. This further proves that the usage of geometric constraints is, indeed, a very powerful method for transfering the knowledge from supervised baseline to a new scene.
Conclusion
We showed that semi-supervised learning is a good theoretical framework for enforcing geometric constraints and for adapting semantic segmentation to new scenes. Our S4-Net approach yields quality labels across the given target sequence which makes it very interesting for the task of sequence labelling. The segmentation network trained with S4-Net also generalizes nicely to unseen images of the target scene. This makes our approach useful for applications relying on semantic segmentation, for example in robotics and augmented reality. Fig.3 
